THE SMARTRACK®
MAKES LABORATORIES SAFER AND
MORE EFFICIENT FOR THE FUTURE

Bespoke laboratory organization
The SmartRack® creates the optimal working environment
for your laboratory, because the SmartRack® is the first and
world’s only modular organization system for laboratory workstations in which a wide variety of laboratory accessories can
be stored.

ORGANIZATION

EFFICIENCY

It enables user efficient one-handed operation, creates order
as well as free space for working and therefore improves
workstation safety. The modular design of the SmartRack®
means it can be adapted to different activities and different
needs of its users.

SPACE-SAVING

SAFETY

www.Better-Basics-Laborbedarf.de

Why the SmartRack® also has a place in your laboratory
The flexible organization system from Better Basics helps you improve safety when working and increases your team’s
safety in the lab. It also helps you achieve higher quality and be more innovative and efficient in your work. For example,
using the SmartRack® reduces walking distances and speeds up workstation cleaning. Assembling and reconfiguring
test set-ups is also made significantly easier. The SmartRack® demonstrates what harnessing the power of the latest 3D
manufacturing technology combined with scientific expertise can achieve.

Problem

Consequence

Solution

 Shortage of space
 Time pressure

 Disorganization
 Accidents
 Sample mix-ups
 Sample loss
 Stress

The SmartRack the organization system
for every laboratory

Result
®

 Improved safety
 Increased efficiency
 Organization
 Clarity
 Flexibility

FROM ACCESSORIES TO HOLDER FOR WASH BOTTLES–

everything from a single source and always the first choice

The SmartRack® was designed by scientists and laboratory users, because the Better Basics team knows the
special processes in laboratories and has developed the SmartRack® and its modules in cooperation with various laboratory users. A wide variety of module configurations are available to meet your individual requirements.
Whether you work in the field of chemistry, biology, biochemistry, food chemistry, pharmacy or medicine, the
SmartRack® represents the innovative standard for every modern laboratory workstation and should form part of
the basic equipment of every laboratory. With us, you can choose from over 100 holders or modules for organizing
your laboratory workstation, which you can combine as required in our SmartRack®.
Safety – significantly improved safety when
working in the laboratory

SmartRack

Modularity

Organization

Efficiency

Space Saving

Did you know that each accident at work in the chemical industry costs an average of €25,000? In 2018
alone, more than 15,000 accidents at work were reported in this industry. The resulting costs and lost
working hours are huge and could be avoided through
better safety at work and better working conditions.
The SmartRack® helps achieve these improved conditions by offering the highest level of safety through its
stable metal frame and the integrated anti-tip protection for the entire SmartRack®. The modules are securely attached into the slot rails of the SmartRack®
by a click mechanism, so that all samples and devices
are securely fixed.

Safety

Better Basics defines five areas for the SmartRack® to optimize
laboratory work in the 21st century

Organization – more organization
at laboratory workstations
Do you need a secure holder for microliter syringes,
a storage option for screw top bottles or a way to
temporarily store sample containers and all that in a
tight space?
Transportable and scalable, the SmartRack® remains
your partner from start to finish of your work when it
comes to organizing workstations and storing your
laboratory accessories and glassware in a structured
and safe manner at your workstation.
Space saving – 80% space saving in the laboratory

Efficiency – improved efficiency in research
and analysis
Are you still searching or are you already researching? Laboratory workers spend around 10 minutes a
day searching because disorganization makes their
work more difficult. This adds up to significant lost
work time over a period of months and results in unwanted costs and frustration. Optimal working conditions pave the way for focused and routine work and
also help prevent mistakes. Employees rely on optimal
conditions in the workplace to remain physically and
mentally active, creative and innovative in the long
term.
Modularity and adaptability – your partner in
the lab, the SmartRack®

Don‘t have much space but still want to work in a
structured way? The SmartRack® offers an effective
solution for everyday challenges in laboratory work
– in various fields including chemistry, biology, biochemistry, the food industry, pharmacy and medicine.
This eliminates the need for various holders, including
those for pipettes or round-bottom flasks (e.g. cork
rings, three-finger clamps), or a waste bin.

Whether you need general basic equipment for your
laboratory or special modular set-ups for analytics – the SmartRack® is your number one choice.
The number and position of the SmartRack®
modules can always be adapted to your individual needs. Custom made fixtures according to customer requirements are also available.
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